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 There is a web administrator who is more accessible to users, the practice of the former site. History The forum was founded
on October 14, 1995 by two young graduates from the Faculty of Mathematics of the Kraków University: Zbigniew

Gwiazdowski, and Andrzej Fijewski. Since the registration number (the internet address of the forum) was a random number
generator (00000001), it was named the "Algorithmic". Its purpose was to promote knowledge about computer software and

computer programming. The main topics in the forum were: the practical programming, programming education, programming,
software engineering, computer architecture, programming contests, and the list of other forums about this subject. Initially it
was an English-language forum. But already the second year, the forum began to be translated to Polish. Until 1999, the forum

also had another feature, "Piknik". The last version of the forum software was.Net 4.0. It was supported for a long time until the
end of October 2013, when the forum moved to a web platform called Jekyll. The old version of the forum was taken over by a

user with the username "Kalman" from the Internet forum, and the old forum became inactive. A new forum was created in
2006 as the successor of the previous forum. References External links Category:Internet forums Category:Polish social

networking websites~ giraffezhouma Let's say the word 'ethics' doesn't exist or is used to describe what is natural, because
nobody has any idea. That's not the same thing as saying there is no ethical standard for something, just that there is no concept

of it. I'm not saying the question should be 'is there an ethical standard for this?', I'm saying it should be 'does such a thing
exist?' ------ zaptheimpaler I heard an interesting argument recently, why the only true ethical standard is the one you set for
yourself. For any other system to be ethical, you have to be able to justify why it is so. tunnuz The question is not about the
answer. stcredzero The term "ethics" is an abstraction that often does not bear very close relationship to the actual concepts.

Why not just ask: "Is there an ethical 82157476af
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